S

ometimes a party is more than a just
a party. A case in point was this past

in this way not only
NESCAC but all of
Div. III.
The effects of the
day promise to lin-

fall’s homecoming, or, as the headline

ger. At that Sunday’s

of the following week’s Record editorial

meetings of first-

called it, “Home sweet Homecoming.”

year entries, there

A large, diverse crowd of students,

was talk about how

alumni, faculty, staff, and area residents

to keep the spirit of

gathered on a gorgeous fall afternoon to

the weekend alive.

revel in each other’s company and exult

And in my meetings

in the Ephs’ shutout of the Lord Jeffs.

with alumni and

As if that weren’t enough, excite-

parents, I’ve heard

Kevin Kennefick

Sweet
Homecoming

ment was added by the presence of the

how much they

wildly popular ESPN program College

loved the sense of almost being here, in a

the cameras are off and the alums are

GameDay. If you aren’t aware of the

way, through the telecast.

at home.”

GameDay phenomenon, check it out

“Engaging in the community,” the

Thanks for the success of the day go

on YouTube.com (search for “Williams

Record editorial said, “be it by welcom-

to the students who devised creative

GameDay”). This two-hour pre-game

ing back old friends or cheering at the

tailgates; to student leaders in College

show telecasts each week from the

top of your lungs in the stands, is just

Council, the neighborhoods, and entries

location of that day’s hottest rivalry.

plain fun.”

who helped organize things; and to the

After 149 visits to Div. I schools, the

Colleges are many things. They’re

very many staff whose flexibility and

producers chose to originate the show’s

primarily places of academic learning

hard work, often behind the scenes,

150th edition from Williamstown. Their

as we prepare our students to make

made it all possible.

purpose: to show the world what Div.

their mark on the world. But much

III athletics are like.

learning takes place in building the

’09 from Toronto wrote elsewhere in

campus community, and part of com-

the Record, the experience “seemed

to GameDay, and what a show they got.

munity is sharing fun. The day showed

to magnify everything that is Williams.

In front of the backdrop of the beautiful

a positive way to greatly enjoy coming

Over the weekend, Williams College

Berkshires, Weston Field, and reveling fans,

together. Would that all parties at

became that much more Williams, that

the show’s stars talked not only about the

Williams were so healthy.

much more dedicated to those ‘things’

Almost 2 million households tuned in

major Div. I games of the day but also of

“An exceptional satisfaction with

what it’s like to be part of Div. III football,

and pride for Williams showed itself this

where athletes who truly represent their

weekend,” the Record editorial added.

student bodies play for the love of the

“As a result, we see this weekend as not

game, and a wonderful rivalry such as

only a great time, but also a reasonable

Williams-Amherst can bring out the best in

challenge. We’ve seen how great this

both schools. We were honored and, to be

place and these people can be when we

honest, a bit lucky to be able to represent

all come together; now let’s do it when
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That was some party. As Anouk Day

that define it.”

■
—Morty Schapiro

P

erhaps there’s too much of Al Gore’s Puritanism in my own

helps parents to teach their children like “in the days before social-

blood, but instead of all your self-congratulations on going

ism in education.”

green at commencement (I really loved the one about carbon
offsets), you could have done many times better at far less cost by
simply banning water bottles and telling everyone to drink that wholesome tap water from the

In its most recent report, the IPCC concluded that the Earth’s
climate is unequivocally warming and that most of the observed

it’s not easy being green

Berkshires (“Green Graduation,” September 2007).
I was also disappointed not to see any mention that Hummers

increase in the planet’s average temperature since the 1950s is very likely (i.e., con-

fidence level >90%) due to human-caused increases in greenhouse
gas emissions. Even if one wishes to be skeptical of these conclusions,

and other gas guzzlers were hit with punitive parking fees and/or

the precautionary principle should still encourage us to set policies

hybrids given substantial discounts for any campus parking fees.

that reduce emissions; the risk in doing nothing is simply too great.

It’s articles like this that make me worried that you guys in
Billville may be totally cut off from the real world.
—Henry Richmond ’61, Honolulu, Hawaii

Entwisle and Settles both emphasize that they fear that
debate on the issue of climate change is being stifled, and I agree
with them that debate is needed. But the debate should not be
whether climate change is happening but rather how we can

I

feel strongly compelled to respond to the letters about climate

develop the best strategies to minimize it and

change by Bruce Entwisle ’76 and Kenneth Settles ’96 in the

mitigate its impacts. And it is this debate to

September issue. The truth is that the time for debating whether

which Williams must devote itself.

climate change is happening—and whether it is human-induced—is
long past. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)
is composed of hundreds of the world’s leading climate scientists;
it is doubtful that there has ever been a comparable gathering of
minds dedicated to any other issue. In contrast, the Oregon Institute
of Science and Medicine, which Mr. Entwisle cites in his letter, has

letters

—Jordan Goldwarg ’03, Montreal, Quebec

I

was startled to see that you had published two letters from globalwarming skeptics in the September 2007 issue. I think it was very

irresponsible. By publishing such letters you are not fostering a
healthy debate but helping to perpetuate a dangerous confusion.

engaged in academic fraud and markets a home-schooling kit that

—Vivien Shotwell ’03, Iowa City, Iowa

E

arth is a fascinating record of cyclical climate change dating
back 100 million years before man. It is unknown whether cur-

The Alumni Review welcomes
letters related to topics in the
magazine. Send letters to:
Alumni Review, P.O. Box 676,
Williamstown, Mass., 012670676; fax: 413.597.4158;
e-mail alumni.review@
williams.edu. Letters may be
edited for clarity and space.

rent climate change, including the imminent ice age scare of three
decades ago, is influenced by the plausible impact of human activity,
but there is no scientific “consensus.” Furthermore, if there were, a
show of hands is not science.
Regarding a response of “necessary change,” as President
Schapiro put it in his June 2007 column, how best to use resources
remains debatable. In any case, reducing the cost of energy is an
exciting and decades-long neglected challenge with enormous
potential being addressed with creativity despite the considerable
obstacle of Congress, a plethora of other disruptive, unscientific
political influences, and a shallow media.
—Keith Martin ’51, Tucson, Ariz.
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The Quiet Americans

by Thomas L. Friedman

just spent the past week visiting several colleges—Auburn, the

I

budget deficit, Social Security deficit and ecological deficit that our

University of Mississippi, Lake Forest and Williams—and I can

generation is leaving this generation, if they are not spitting mad,

report that the more I am around this generation of college students,

well, then they’re just not paying attention. And we’ll just keep

the more I am both baffled and impressed.

piling it on them.

I am impressed because they are so much more optimistic and

When I was visiting my daughter at her college, she asked me

idealistic than they should be. I am baffled because they are so much

about a terrifying story that ran in The New York Times on Oct.

less radical and politically engaged than they need to be.

2, reporting that the entire Arctic system appears to be “heading

One of the things I feared most after 9/11—that my daughters
would not be able to travel the world with the same carefree attitude
my wife and I did at their age—has not come to pass.
Whether it was at Ole Miss or Williams or my alma mater,

toward a new, more watery state.”
“What happened to that Arctic story, Dad?” my daughter asked
me. How could the news media just report one day that the Arctic
ice was melting far faster than any models predicted “and then the

Brandeis, college students today are not only going abroad to study

story just disappeared?” Why weren’t any of the candidates talking

in record numbers, but they are also going abroad to build homes

about it? Didn’t they understand: This has become the big issue on

for the poor in El Salvador or volunteering at AIDS clinics in record

campuses?

numbers. Not only has terrorism not deterred them from traveling,
they are rolling up their sleeves and diving in deeper than ever.
It’s for all these reasons that I’ve been calling them “Generation
Q”—the Quiet Americans, in the best sense of that term, quietly
pursuing their idealism, at home and abroad.
But Generation Q may be too quiet, too online, for its own
good, and for the country’s own good. When I think of the huge

No, they don’t seem to understand. They seem to be too busy
raising money or buying votes with subsidies for ethanol farmers in
Iowa. The candidates could actually use a good kick in the pants on
this point. But where is it going to come from?
Generation Q would be doing itself a favor, and America a
favor, if it demanded from every candidate who comes on campus
answers to three questions: What is your plan for mitigating
climate change? What is your plan for reforming Social Security?
What is your plan for dealing with the deficit—so we all won’t be
working for China in 20 years?
America needs a jolt of the idealism, activism and outrage (it
must be in there) of Generation Q. That’s what twentysomethings are
for—to light a fire under the country. But they can’t e-mail it in, and
an online petition or a mouse click for carbon neutrality won’t cut it.
They have to get organized in a way that will force politicians to pay

©iStockphoto.com/Brandon Laufenberg

attention rather than just patronize them. ■
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Thomas L. Friedman is an award-winning author and columnist who
received an honorary degree from the College in 2005, when he was
the commencement speaker. His daughter is a Williams sophomore. This
column is adapted from his essay “Generation Q,” which appeared in
the Oct. 10, 2007, New York Times. Reprinted with permission.

scene and herd
College Helps BRING LEWITT TO LIFE
with mass moca, yale GALLERY
This summer, Williams students

Arthur Evans

will take up their brushes and head

In 2001, Williams students helped
install Sol LeWitt’s Wall Drawing
#959: Uneven Bands from the Upper
Right Corner in the Williams College
Museum of Art atrium.

where scholars will be able to see, study and actually help make
LeWitt’s work, MASS MoCA will be the destination for an international audience.”
LeWitt, who died last April, helped establish Conceptualism and

to MASS MoCA to help install 90

Minimalism as dominant movements of the postwar era. This latest

monumental wall drawings by the

installation, like one undertaken in the Williams College Museum of

late Sol LeWitt.

Art atrium with the help of students in 2001, is consistent with the

The exhibition, due to open in
November, is a collaboration among

artist’s belief that concept—not execution—is the most important
aspect of a work of art.

the College, MASS MoCA and Yale
announced a gift of $1.8 million in

New Zilkha center tackles
sustainability

support of the project and the North

With a national search under way for a director, the new Zilkha

University Art Gallery. Williams has

Adams-based museum’s Regional Berkshire Permanence Campaign.
The project will “put Williams students shoulder to shoulder”
with those from Yale, Massachusetts College of Liberal Arts,

Center for Environmental Initiatives has already begun its work “to
incorporate principles of sustainability into the fabric of campus
life,” according to President Morty Schapiro.

Bennington College, local high schools and professional artists,

The center, established in the fall with a $5 million gift from

says President Morty Schapiro. “As the only place in the world

Selim Zilkha ’46, will lead the development of a strategic plan for

For more information on any of these stories, visit
www.williams.edu and enter the topic into the search field.

They Said:

A collection of opinions and ideas expressed on Williams Web sites and in
The Williams Record, which can be found at www.williamsrecord.com

“[Unrestricted access] says that we

“The main thing to playing chess well is

acknowledge this community as being a unique one, of unique

concentration and focus at critical moments of the game. You

people, where we can trust fellow Ephs even if we don’t know

have to be able to block everything else out and solely focus

each other.” —Diego Ontaneda ’11, after a College Council referendum

on what is happening on the board.” —Two-time American Women’s

on whether to let residence halls restrict access to non-residents was defeated by

Chess Champion Jennifer Shahade, who played 18 simultaneous games against

87 percent of the 1,553 students who voted. Record, 11.17.07

Williams students, professors and community members while on campus to give a
lecture. Record, 10.24.07

When I have most needed it, people have helped
me exchange train tickets at 4 a.m., have carried my luggage

“This year we are trying to break the stigma

for a mile uphill, have given me rides from the train station in

that only ethnically Korean people should be a part of KoW.

strange cities where … I didn’t even have a place to stay yet. The

We hope to do this by working with other clubs on campus in

moments of generosity have amazed me.” —Casey Drosehn ’07,

order to show that, despite ethnicity, race or culture, all of the

who is traveling throughout Eastern Europe on a Thomas J. Watson Fellowship, inter-

students have something to share with each other.” —Sarah

viewing women born during or before World War II about their lives. Record, 11.7.07

Lee ’10, co-chair of Koreans of Williams, which wants to expand its membership and
explore political and cultural insights in addition to social gatherings. Record, 9.19.07
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scene and herd
NO MORE LOANS!
Starting next fall, the College will eliminate loans from all current and
future financial aid packages, replacing them with grants. The $1.8 million

1987-88

1997-98

2007-08

initiative is just the latest in a series of steps taken in recent years to ensure
Forty-seven percent of current students—and 51 percent of the Class of
2011—are receiving financial aid. Williams’ new no-loan policy helps middleand upper-middle income as well as lower-income students. While close to
35 percent of aid recipients are from families with incomes below the U.S.
median ($54,000), 35 percent are from families in the top U.S. income quintile.
Funding Williams’ growing commitment to financial aid is a goal of The Williams Campaign. To
learn more about the campaign, visit www.williams.edu/alumni/campaign.

% STUDENT BODY RECEIVING AID

that all students, regardless of need, can afford a Williams education.

47%
41%
36%

sustainability, addressing energy manage-

workshops to Mount Greylock students

Amherst. And in the GameDay tradition

ment and greenhouse gas emissions,

and teachers. High school students also

of donning a mascot head to predict the

waste management, environment-friendly

make use of College athletic and science

winner of the host game, broadcaster Lee

development and purchasing, and student

facilities and can participate in summer

Corso correctly picked the purple cow.

involvement and education. Its work com-

research. And Williams passes on to the

plements the academic programs of the

school equipment it no longer uses.

College’s Center for Environmental Studies.
Zilkha himself is an international leader

After the Ephs shut out the Lord Jeffs
20-0, giving Williams its 45th Little Three

It is hoped that the center, located in

title, Coach Michael Whalen said that he

the high school, will help formalize exist-

had wondered if GameDay excitement

in the environmental movement, having

ing relationships and maximize the aca-

would take away from his players’ focus.

pioneered with his son the application of

demic value Williams provides the school.

“But the guys at ESPN were great

new technologies in the oil, wind and bio-

and treated our kids real well,” he said.
“I hope the country got a look at what

energy efficient and environmentally sensi-

Homecoming Draws
ESPN and EPH Win

tive campus was a natural fit,” he says.

For 20 years, ESPN’s College GameDay

teams played really hard today—the

has broadcast its live, pre-game roundup

emotion on the field is second to none.”

WILLIAMS, Mt. Greylock
PARTNERS IN EDUCATION

of the college gridiron scene from cam-

A new College center established at

Notre Dame. On Nov. 10, they made their

the Mount Greylock Regional School in

first stop ever at a Div. III school, setting

Williamstown is expected to boost oppor-

up on the sidelines of Weston Field for

tunities for educational collaboration.

the “biggest little game in America.”

The two institutions have a long

The two-hour, Saturday morn-

history of collaboration, with Williams

ing broadcast added national buzz to

students and faculty offering tutoring and

Williams’ perennial heated rivalry with
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Div. III football is all about, because both

puses such as Ohio State, Nebraska and

Kris Dufour

mass industries. “Making Williams a more

With an undefeated

Alexa
Herlach

season and a NESCAC
title already under its belt,
the women’s soccer team seemed
poised for success heading into the
sectional round of the NCAA Division III

Matt Gustafson ’08

Kris Dufour

Women’s Soccer
Success

The College’s first Maritime Harvest Dinner was held in the Field House Oct. 5 to help celebrate the
30th anniversary of Williams Mystic, the maritime studies program of Williams and Mystic
Seaport. More than 1,000 students from around the globe have participated in the semester-long
program, which integrates marine science, maritime history, public policy and literature of the sea.

Women’s Soccer Tournament.
The team had set records for most
wins and most consecutive wins in a sea-

“We pushed Harvard to the limit, and we should be thrilled with our performance

son. They had home-field advantage, with

today. I think we are far from our potential and now, after such a close encounter

the tournament at Cole Field. Five team

with Harvard, we are even more determined to keep pushing forward.”

members also were selected First Team

—Men’s squash coach Zafi Levy ’01, after a November match against Harvard in

All-NESCAC, and the Ephs had allowed

which the Ephs won two of the first three matches but eventually lost after a tough

only four goals in 17 games.

battle. Williams has not defeated Harvard at squash since 1953.

But in the first playoff round the
Hamilton Continentals took a 2-0 lead at

“We want to make sure that we embrace the process of improving daily, of control-

the 56:33 mark. The Ephs made a strong

ling the things we can control, and of not beating ourselves. If we do those things, we

attempt to come back, but the Hamilton

will have a chance to enjoy a special season.”

defense proved to be too strong.

—Men’s basketball coach Dave Paulsen ’87,

Still, the Ephs made history, said cocaptain Kaolin McEvoy ’08. “We have

at the start of the 2007-08 season. The team

sports WRAP

went 16-12 last year.

trained nine months for this season, and I
am so proud of every single individual on

“The thing that surprises me is how all the coaches are involved with the other

this team.”

coaches’ seasons. It’s nice to open an e-mail from one of the football coaches congratulating you on a win or looking in the stands and seeing the tennis coaches and

genetic research by
junior wins nat’l prize

track coaches. Its really refreshing and supportive!”

Kimberly Elicker ’09 received a prestigious

hockey coach on what has surprised her at Williams.

—Alison Bimba, in her first season as assistant women’s track, soccer and ice

undergraduate student poster presentation award from the American Association

“During my rehab I got all the support I could have dreamed of from teammates but

of Anatomists in the fall. Her research on

also other students at Williams. … It really helps to hear that a full recovery is possible

the “Characterization of the Zebrafish

when you are on crutches and are months away from being back to full health.”

Small Heat Shock Protein Family,”

—Charles Christianson ’08 of the Alpine team, on coming back to compete after

conducted with Lara Hutson, assistant

a severe knee injury during the 2007 World University Games in Torino, Italy. He is

professor of biology, was published in the

a two-time All-American in the giant slalom and All-American in the slalom, and he

November edition of the journal Gene.

posted two top-10 finishes in the 2005 World University Games in Innsbruck, Austria.
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scene and herd
academic chair NAMED for Rudolph

Hear, Hear

American historian and author Robert
Dalzell has been appointed by the College
to the first ever Frederick Rudolph ’42-Class

you wherever you go? Thanks to Williams podcasts, you

of 1965 Professorship of American Culture.
The new chair, established with a fund-

can. A podcast is an audio program you can download to

raising effort led by E. David Coolidge III ’65

your computer, MP3 player or iPod. You can subscribe to the

and members of his class, honors one of

Williams series, listen online or download selected episodes. A

the best known historians of the American

sampling of available podcasts includes:

undergraduate experience. Rudolph, the

The Work of Felix Gonzalez-Torres
Graduate art student and exhibition organizer Andrea
Gyorody speaks with independent scholar Jonathan Katz and
Williams College Museum of Art director Lisa Corrin about the
sociopolitical and art historical questions raised by GonzalezTorres’ work.

Fred Rudolph

Mark Hopkins Professor of History, emeritus,
taught at Williams for 31 years, pioneering
the College’s American Studies program.
Dalzell, meanwhile, has taught
courses—including in American
Studies—at Williams since 1970. Among

“Like You’d Understand, Anyway”

his recent offerings are “The Rise of

A conversation with professor Jim Shepard, the J. Leland

American Business” and “Va Va Vroom!

Miller Professor of American History, Literature and Eloquence,

A Nation on Wheels.”

on his new collection of short stories.

Charles Eshelman

Are you wishing you could take a little of the College with

Bob Dalzell

Post-Soviet Russia’s Demographic Crisis

WILLIAMS In Space

As part of the spring 2007 Faculty Lecture Series, economics

Astronaut and Pittsfield native Stephanie Wilson launched into

professor Elizabeth Brainerd addresses the causes and conse-

space in October toting two Williams banners that she planned to

quences of the 1991 collapse of the Soviet Union.

present to the College upon her return.

Understanding Iraq
History professor Magnus Bernhardsson
outlines the country’s past, present and
future and discusses common misunderstandings of the Iraqi experience for a spring
2007 Family Days event.
Online Identity

Wilson became interested in astronomy
during junior high school, after interviewing Williams professor Jay Pasachoff,
who attended the Kennedy Space Center
launch as her guest. She was a Bernhard

Courtesy of NASA

list

the

Visiting Fellow in the astronomy depart-

Nathan Friend ’07 discusses the role of social net-

ment during the 1999-2000 academic year.

working sites and other forms of online communica-

According to NASA, Wilson has logged

tion on a 2006 episode of “The Hour,” his weekly talk

more than 28 days in space.

Stephanie Wilson

show, with guests Mark C. Taylor, the Cluett Professor of
Humanities; Laurie Heatherington, chair and Edward Dorr
Griffin Professor of Psychology; and Mitch Brooks ’07.
To listen to these and future podcasts, visit
www.williams.edu/admin/news/podcast/

ALUMNI: DON’T FORGET TO VOTE!
Please cast your vote for this year’s alumni trustee and Tyng Bequest
administrator! If you haven’t already voted online, please return your paper
ballot. For a list of candidates’ biographies, please visit www.williams.edu/
alumni/candidates/
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The Philosopher of Elm Street

e was not nearly as famous as
Alfred North Whitehead, Ruth
Benedict, Hannah Arendt, C.S.
Lewis and the other luminaries included in Joseph Epstein’s
essay collection Masters: Portraits of Great
Teachers. Nevertheless Williams philosophy
professor John William Miller received high
praise in the chapter about him written by his
former student George Brockway ’36: “Of all
the men of his time whom I have known, he
was the wisest, and justest, and best.”
Brockway borrowed these words from
Plato’s dialogue Phaedo, spoken by Phaedo
in eulogy of Socrates, one of the greatest of
all masters. Brockway’s assessment also hints
at why Miller, who taught at Williams from
1924 to 1960, deserves more widespread
recognition—albeit posthumously.
Miller was an extraordinarily fine teacher
whose full-year introductory course provoked
serious interest in philosophy as much among
the practical student as among the intellectual type. Students called the course “The
Mystery Hour.” And one might suppose that
of all subjects philosophy introduced at

Nearly half a century
after he taught his
final class at Williams,
and 29 years after
his death, John
William Miller is being
recognized beyond
the Purple Valley
for his contributions
to the history of
contemporary
philosophy—thanks in
large part to his former
students.

By Joseph P. Fell ’53

8 a.m. is especially liable to sound murky and
mysterious.
Philosophers, perhaps in the company of
theologians, seem the most natural denizens
of the ivory tower. But Miller claimed the
proverbial “Elm Street” as his home. And his
“earthy”—as he put it—philosophy was one
of human action, not of some ethereal idea.
He was proudest of those of his students
who were exemplary in what he called the
actual world. One such student was Gen.
Telford Taylor ’28, Allied prosecutor at the
Nuremberg War Trials and later an outspoken critic of Sen. Joseph McCarthy and of
the Vietnam War. Another was Brockway,
who was chairman of the publishing firm
W.W. Norton & Co.
Miller did have local fame. For a
start, there was his striking presence in
Williamstown. Shortly after his death, an
article in The Williams Record noted, “He
was the only person who could walk up
Spring Street alone and look like a procession.” An imposing figure at 6 feet 2 inches
tall, he moved and spoke with dignity and
courtesy. He was a model of civility; he
January 2008 | Williams Alumni Review | 9

The Philosopher of Elm Street

Miller answering questions from students
following a philosophy lecture in 1950-51
in Goodrich Hall. Most of the students were
sophomores from the Class of ’53.

of why the Miller hours were
mystery hours. The mystery, the
lure, was what philosophy this
fascinating teacher had himself
arrived at, very likely through
his own youthful disorientation.
Whatever it was, he was not so
much talking about it as living
it, and he seemed to be suggesting that since philosophy is its
history, the only way to reach
where he himself stood was by
starting with ancient philosophy and moving forward. He
wanted students to focus not
on him but on the history of philosophy.

respected others and
earned their respect. He exuded intellectual and moral integrity without posing
or flaunting himself. His speech was spiced
with a gentle humor, never raucous. He was
much as I imagine Abraham Lincoln to have
been, and Lincoln was indeed Miller’s only
hero.
Admiration and affection for Miller,
mixed with some awe, were widespread
among students. And he had to be the person he was in order to get away with what
he did to his students. His challenges to the
unreflective and dogmatic assumptions of
many sophomores (he didn’t allow freshmen
to take philosophy) changed the direction of
a lot of lives, mine included.
In the middle of Philosophy 1, I went
to Miller’s office and told him he was
wrecking my life. Miller calmly and gently suggested that if my beliefs couldn’t
survive critical examination, letting them
go could make room for replacing them
in time with more defensible premises for
my life. So I persevered, now able to put
up with my disorientation and not try to
put an end to it prematurely by some blind
leap of faith. And I began to have a sense
10 | Williams Alumni Review | January 2008

Some of john william Miller’s
“sayings,” recorded by William
Brewer ’44 in Philosophy 5-6,
courtesy of the archives

“Strife is the symbol
of what is personal.”
“The transcendental
policing of instinct is,
I’m afraid, a dead
horse, at least
academically.”
“I don’t suppose
I could come to class
without doing some
damage.”
“I don’t know
whether I said
much today, but
it’s Monday.”

tudents like me who went on to
pursue Miller’s highly original
thinking at length discovered that
he had published very little. This
didn’t cause us to think he had
failed, but it did tend to limit Miller’s fame
largely to his students. And it prevented his
students from carrying their understanding of him much farther than they were
able to do by reviewing the notes taken
during his lectures. There were no books
by Miller to help them, and the originality and difficulty of his philosophy meant
that help was indeed needed. Originality in
philosophy (and not only in philosophy—
think of Einstein) means difficulty, the need
for modifying inherited, familiar, deeply
ingrained thought patterns.
To be sure, a student could go back
to Williamstown and interrogate Miller
about basic and difficult (they are mostly
the same) points in his philosophy. Some
intrepid souls did so. Or one could pose
such questions to him by mail and could
count on substantial philosophical replies
that occasionally ran to as many as 100
pages! But this possibility ceased with the
death of Miller on Christmas Day in 1978.
Were it not for George Brockway, Miller’s

final letters that year might have been the
last to be heard from him, and this would
have meant the loss of his potentially great
contribution to the history of philosophy
today. Brockway single-handedly initiated
Miller’s second career. From 1936 to 1978
he had remained in close touch with Miller,
visiting him frequently, corresponding with
him about difficult points in his philosophy,
writing books about economics (which,
Brockway said, owed everything to Miller)
and keeping in touch with other alumni
who had been influenced by and remained
in touch with their former professor.
Early on Brockway discovered that in
addition to his philosophical correspondence Miller had written a substantial
number of essays. (Miller pulled one out
of a drawer and read it to me during my
senior year.) For years Brockway wanted to
wrest manuscripts from Miller’s hands and
publish them, but Miller thought them too
far removed from the content and language
of the then-regnant philosophies to gain a
hearing. The only thing Brockway got from
him was an essay called “The Ahistoric and
the Historic,” which he published in 1961
as an afterword to a Norton edition of José
Ortega y Gasset’s History as a System. It is
one of the greatest of Miller’s writings.
Finally Brockway got Miller to assemble
a set of his writings for The Paradox of
Cause and Other Essays, which Norton
published just months before Miller’s death.
Between then and 1983, as Miller’s literary executor, Brockway published four
more volumes of Miller’s writings, selected
from the massive collection that Brockway
organized and deposited in the Williams
archives.
Then, in 1984, Brockway and the
College cooperated in creating a John
William Miller Fellowship Fund to encourage research and publication on Miller’s
philosophy. Miller fellows have to date
published three books. The most recent
one, The Active Life: Miller’s Metaphysics
of Democracy (2005), is by Michael
McGandy, originally written as a dissertation under the direction of Vincent

“I find it quite hard to
make undergraduates
believe you can have
a state and still
be amorphous
volitionally.”
“Nothing absolute
can be proved.”
“Philosophers and
thinkers may write
for the New Republic,
but they don’t run
for office.”
“You’ve got to stand
up as men and not as
the scribes and
Pharisees.”
“To be historical is
to make plausible
something great
but one-sided.”
“Egoism is
the foundation of
morality.”
“This is what went
wrong in the Garden
of Eden.”
“Education can’t
be imposed—this is
indoctrination.”

Colapietro, then
at Fordham
University, who
himself wrote
Fateful Shapes
of Human
Freedom: John
William Miller
and the Crises of
Modernity, pubMiller was most proud
lished in 1993. The
of students who were
fellowship fund has also
exemplary in what he
called the actual world.
awarded four Miller
Among them was
Essay Prizes thus far for
George Brockway ’36
(above), chairman of
especially fine journal
W.W. Norton & Co.
articles published about
Miller.
A number of Miller’s
students have donated to the Williams
archives lecture notes they took in his
courses or letters written by Miller to them.
Some of these artifacts give a quite vivid
sense of Miller’s teaching.
Although Brockway died in 2001, W.W.
Norton recently published a sixth volume
of Miller’s writings, The Task of Criticism:
Essays on Philosophy, History, and
Community, jointly edited by Colapietro,
McGandy and me. Unlike the five earlier
Norton volumes, it is an introduction to
Miller’s philosophy and contains a number
of the very best and most basic of Miller’s
published essays together with essays newly
chosen from the Miller collection. Each
is preceded by an editorial introduction
designed to help the reader understand the
essay in relation to other of Miller’s writings and in the context of the history of
American and European philosophy.
In this way The Task of Criticism faces
head-on the considerable difficulty of understanding Miller’s bold step beyond the idealist philosophy he inherited. If he sometimes
called his position “historical idealism,” he
finally rejected the choice between idealism and realism that seemed dictated by the
philosophical environment of his youth. He
came to the conclusion that the ideal and
the real were both aspects of a more basic
kind of being, the actual. He also asserted
January 2008 | Williams Alumni Review | 11

A June 1937 beer picnic for faculty and recent
graduates at Flora’s Glen in Williamstown included,
from left, art professor Lane Faison ’29 (back row),
George Brockway ’36 (front, facing camera), Miller
(in bow tie) and English professor David Brown ’25
(far right, in dark hat). Photo by Robert Elias ‘36.

that we live and act in a “midworld”—an
intriguing term that we students sensed
referred to the core of Miller’s philosophy.
This is both an evolutionary and a revolutionary step, as argued in Stephen Tyman’s
Descrying the Ideal (1993), the first book by
a Miller fellow. It is evolutionary in that it
carries further the work of the idealists Kant
and Hegel. It is revolutionary in its claim to
have finally overcome the dualistic premise
of Descartes, which has caused inordinate
problems (such as the antithesis between the
ideal and the real) for the entirety of modern
philosophy.
The late Gary Stahl ’54, in a chapter on
Miller in his Human Transactions (1995),
says that the “midworld” is the “context of
action midway between the subjectivity of
the self and the objectivity of the other generated within it.” I risk this brief splash of
philosophical vocabulary only to give some
sense of the difficulty—and the likely historical importance—of Miller’s philosophical
writings. This also helps to show why it may
take considerable time for his way of thinking to catch on, and why there is a need for
an introduction to help the potential reader
get oriented to Miller’s task.
Of Miller we now have an interesting
double portrait. During Miller’s life there
was a career as a greatly admired and provocative teacher. But only now that there
is a second career as a published philosopher can we begin to resolve the mystery
of the deep source of his provocations. It
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“All philosophical
eggs are fried on
both sides.”
“There aren’t very
many really good
skeptics.”
“Yellow isn’t yellow
unless it’s somewhere.”
“The intellect is only
passion in good form.”
“I think I mistrust any
program in which
everyone comes out
ahead.”
“I am not upset
because other men
have done better
than I have done.”

begins to look like his central ideas of a
“midworld” and a “metaphysics of democracy” (which Walt Whitman called for and
Miller supplied) may turn out to be major
contributions not only to the history of
American philosophy but to the broader
history of contemporary philosophy. These
ideas enabled Miller to challenge a nihilism
he found corroding much of cultural life in
his century. Against that virulent form of
skepticism, Miller championed the power of
human critical acts to maintain both scientific and moral community.
Thanks to Miller’s second career, we can
now see the heart of the philosophy that
made his teaching so original, so engaging,
so powerful. ■
Joseph P. Fell ’53, the John Howard
Harris Professor of Philosophy, emeritus,
at Bucknell University, is chairman of the
John William Miller Fellowship Fund at
Williams. He is the author of Emotion
in the Thought of Sartre (1965) and
“Heidegger and Sartre: An Essay on Being
and Place” (1979), and the editor of The
Philosophy of John William Miller (1990),
which includes essays by seven of Miller’s
Williams students. Visit www.williams.
edu/resources/miller for more about Miller
and information on sharing notes or letters
with the College archives.

ALL IN THE

On the eve of Wendy Hopkins’ ’72 retirement, the Alumni
Review takes a look at her 20 years in alumni relations
at Williams.

C

By Kate Stone Lombardi ’78
Photo by Bob Handelman

onsider a group of roughly 25,000 people,
some well into their 90s, others barely
beyond their teen years. They live all over
the globe. They are involved in every
professional field and personal pursuit imaginable. Their interests range from African dance to
Ultimate Frisbee, from corporate mergers to home
schooling.
One thing the members of this diverse, everexpanding group do have in common is that they
are alumni of Williams College. And for the past 20
years, Wendy Hopkins ’72 has played an important
role determining how best to keep them connected
to each other and to their alma mater.

Hopkins will retire in March as director of
Williams’ Office of Alumni Relations and as secretary
of the Society of Alumni. She first came to the Purple
Valley as an exchange student from Connecticut
College and decided to transfer, becoming one of
the pioneering women in the early days of coeducation. After graduating with a major in art history,
she returned to campus in 1980 to work in student
housing. She joined the Office of Alumni Relations
part time in 1986, rose through the ranks and became
director in 1998.
Today she oversees a staff of 10 whose job is to
figure out how to bring alumni together, whether
through large-scale events such as homecoming and
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reunion or smaller endeavors such as
monthly dinner meetings for Los Angelesarea Ephs in the entertainment industry.
The “how” can be literal, as in exploring and developing online tools to keep
alumni in touch with each other. (When
Hopkins started working in alumni relations, the Internet and e-mail weren’t even
available to the general public. Now, Ephs
can locate each other using a fully searchable Web directory, share information
via e-mail lists and even find a ride to the
airport with an online bulletin board—to
name but a few features of the “Alumni
Web Community.”)
The “how” can also mean creating—
and, more often, helping alumni
themselves create—new ways to
connect based on what Ephs have in
common. In addition to overseeing
more than 70 classes and 75 regional
associations, the alumni office supports social networks and programming for alumni of color, bisexual, gay,
lesbian and transgendered alumni as
well as for interest-based groups such
as former rugby players or people working in K-12 education.
Volunteers are the backbone of most
every endeavor, and Hopkins and her
staff provide not only the training and
assistance needed to bring their ideas to
fruition but also recognition and support
for their hard work. In this role Hopkins
is well known to the roughly 1,600
alumni who volunteer for Williams in a
non-fundraising capacity.
She has “touched the lives of literally
thousands of Ephs,” says Richard Levy
Jr. ’74, president of the Society of Alumni,
which Hopkins serves as secretary.
Hopkins has “never stopped seeking
ways to reach out to all alums,” adds
Mary T. McTernan ’76, who was alumni
society president from July 1998 to June
2000. “And she fought to reduce all kinds
of barriers—physical, psychological and
financial—which have prevented alums
from full and active engagement with the
College.”
This work has been carried out
with the close counsel of a 20-member
advisory group known as the Executive
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This page: (top) Hopkins at a Bicentennial Medals
dinner with her father, Wayne Wilkins ‘41, and mother,
Suki; and (bottom) at homecoming with Becky LogueConroy ’99, assistant director of alumni relations.
Opposite page: At the table with Executive Committee
members Sarah Mollman Underhill ’80 and Dennis
O’Shea ’77. Photos by Juan Baena ‘07.

Committee of the Society of Alumni. In
Hopkins’ role as its secretary, one that’s
perhaps less familiar to the average Eph,
she is “the glue that holds the organizational structure of the society together,”
says Richard R. Pickard ’75, alumni
society president from 2002 to 2004.
The Executive Committee’s membership is deliberately diverse, reflecting the
demographics of the alumni body. Acting
as the eyes and ears of their fellow Ephs,
the group has brought forth a number of

issues and
initiatives during Hopkins’
tenure, including increasing opportunities for
continuing education and
improving the alumnistudent career mentor
program.
“When the Executive
Committee gets
together, it is such an
uplifting group of
people,” Hopkins
says. “They cross
generations, and they
are all passionate about
Williams. It is incredibly energizing to work with people like that.”
The nature of their conversations has
reflected changes in the life of the College
as well as changing times. In the early
’80s, when McTernan spent three years as
a committee member, “One of the specific
concerns was if and how the society might
have to change to accommodate the growing number of women alums,” she says.
Communications and technology,
too, have been Executive Committee
fodder, often in the context of “how to
actively engage young alumni and meet
them where they live,” McTernan adds.
One suggestion from the committee that
ultimately came to pass was providing
permanent e-mail forwarding addresses to
graduating seniors.
Another issue was meeting alumni
demand for more opportunities to engage
with the College beyond the purely

social. The result: more and more faculty
going “on tour” to lecture at regional
events, most recently under the auspices
of the traveling Williams Roadscholars
program. “It’s a delight to see it coming
to fruition,” says Robert Bahr ’67, who
served as alumni society president from
2000 to 2002, when continuing education
was high on the Executive Committee’s
agenda.
Committee members have weighed
the merits of a number of proposals with
far-reaching effects, including creating
Williams People, a new publication for
Class Notes and other alumni news.
Another plan they helped implement was
moving the Bicentennial Medals ceremonies honoring alumni achievement from
the spring to Convocation Weekend, so
that more current students could participate—an idea Hopkins strongly endorsed.
“Recognizing the significant achievements of alumni at Convocation in front
of the seniors is wonderful, because they
can see some of the amazing accomplishments of our alumni,” she says. “It’s
inspirational.”
Inclusiveness is at the fore of much of
the Executive Committee’s work. A few
years ago, the group worked to add a
paragraph to the “vision” of the Society
of Alumni, the introduction to its constitution. Now, the language recognizes
that alumni “together represent the ages,
nationalities, religious affiliations, sexual
orientations, and abilities, talents and
viewpoints of the global society Williams
continues to serve.” The committee then
tackled amendments to the constitution
itself that were designed to update the
document, streamline voting procedures
and allow online voting for trustees and
Tyng Bequest administrators, in large part
to boost alumni participation in elections.
“Williams is perhaps a microcosm
of society as a whole, which has
become increasingly specialized and
fragmented,” says Jill E. Stephens ’77,
who was president of the society from
2004 to 2006. “The Society of Alumni
has nurtured affinity groups under the
Williams umbrella.”
Recent discussions have focused on

how to properly recognize and support
the formal ways alumni give back—say,
volunteering as a class or regional
officer—as well as the informal, such as
teaching a Winter Study course or serving as a career mentor to a student.
Of her work with volunteers, Hopkins
says, “They bring their love of Williams
to the table, and we have very constructive and progressive conversations.
Ultimately, it’s working with other
people who have as strong convictions
about the value of their Williams educations as you do.”
“We refer to the Williams alumni body
as the College’s ‘Second Endowment,’
because it is so important to the success
and culture of Williams,” says current
alumni society president
Levy, using a
phrase coined by
Stephen R. Birrell
’64, vice president
for alumni relations and development and an alumni
society VP. “That
non-financial ‘endowment’ requires special,
careful stewardship by
the alumni professionals
at Williams—and they
are the best at what they
do—and the alumni volunteers and leaders who
are on the front lines of alumni relations
on behalf of the College.”
Hopkins is at the table for all these
discussions—in two decades she
hasn’t missed a single one of the three
Executive Committee meetings held each
year. Levy describes her as an excellent
listener who can get to the heart of a
matter in a way that makes all interested
parties feel invested in the outcome.
Stephens calls Hopkins calm, considerate and unflappable, with a huge store
of institutional knowledge. She adds
that Hopkins is a welcoming, reassuring presence for both the oldest alumni,
who might be bewildered by the rate of
change at the College, and the youngest,
who are sometimes taken aback by how

slowly change seems to come.
“Wendy embodies the Williams of the
20th and 21st centuries,” Stephens says.
“I like to work with alumni one at a
time,” Hopkins says. “The personal relationship is really important to me, and
it’s inherently impossible with 25,000,
but I try to have it with everyone I come
into contact with, because I’m the face of
the school to anyone I’m talking to.”
For her part, Hopkins is not locking
in any post-retirement plans yet. One
interest is buying and fixing up properties with her son Matt, 26, a partner in a
timber framing company.
But first she wants to experience not
working for a while—a

novelty for Hopkins—and to enjoy
time with husband Peter ’74, sons Matt
and Sam, daughter-in-law Jennifer and
grandson William Porter Hopkins.
“Williams was absolutely instrumental
in my life,” says Hopkins, whose father,
E. Wayne Wilkins ’41, and brothers
Clint ’68 and Wayne ’79 are Ephs, too.
“The undergraduate experience was
pivotal, but coming back to the College,
reengaging and appreciating it in a much
more holistic way, has been a huge part
of my life. I’ve always felt like I was part
of a family here.” ■
Kate Stone Lombardi ’78 is a freelance
writer based in Chappaqua, N.Y., and a
frequent New York Times contributor.
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In May 2003, 36-year-old Paul D.
Danielson ’88 said goodbye to his pregnant wife and 11-month-old son in
Massachusetts to deploy to Iraq with
the U.S. Army Reserve, Medical Corps,
912th Forward Surgical Team (FST).
Like many professionals who have to
deal with intense stress and suffering
on a daily basis, Danielson and his
unit used gallows humor as a kind of
emotional defense mechanism. But even
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akey, wakey, boyzzzz,” Butter purred.
“Someone mixed it up with hajji and we’ve
got us some casualties comin’ in.” Butter was
our overtattooed trauma nurse who earned
his nickname on account of the gold second-lieutenant bars he
wore. He was different. Most men who experience a midlife
crisis quit a respectable job and go out and buy a Harley. Butter
did it backwards. He woke up when he was 40 and decided
enough with the Jack Daniel’s and motorcycle set. He ﬁgured
he’d join the Army Reserve, and six months later he found himself in Mesopotamia.
The casualties turned out to be from an armored cavalry
unit. These fellows always earned our respect. After dark they’d
mount up and drive through the bad sections of town. They
were trying to draw ﬁre so that they could shoot back and put
the hurt on the insurgents. Success with this tactic relies upon
poor aim by the enemy and superior ﬁrepower by the Cav
troopers. Unfortunately, during this particular mission an IED
blew up one of their Humvees.
I batted my way out from under the mosquito netting and
slipped on my ﬂip-ﬂops. I had stopped wearing my boots to
trauma codes for two reasons. First, it got too difficult to wash
the blood out of them. Second, it was too damn hot. Our two
field operating tables were set up in a gloriﬁed closet in one
part of the aid station. When you’ve got an OR team in there
and all the lights and equipment going, the temperature would
be over 100 degrees Fahrenheit. Consequently, my uniform for
patient care consisted of shorts, a T-shirt and a sidearm. We’d
add Kevlar and ﬂak vests if the war came knocking a little too

BEING THERE
though they were often cracking jokes in
the heat (literally) of combat surgery, they
were passiona tely dedicated to providing
the best care possible to critically injured
troops in and around Baghdad. Months
after returning home, Danielson wrote this
account—published in the book Operation
Homecoming: Iraq, Afghanistan and the
Home Front, in the Words of U.S. Troops
and their Families—about one especially
memorable patient.

By Lt. Col. Paul D. Danielson ’88
close. It went against all Army regulations. It was also against
common sense as far as avoiding contact with bodily fluids.
However, I viewed it as a calculated risk. Two of my cosurgeons
were similarly clad, which did little to improve the reputation of the reservist medical corps in the eyes of the regular
Army. Every time the sergeant major from the battalion walked
through we had to have the deﬁbrillator ready since he almost
had an arrhythmia just looking at us.
The trio of yawning surgeons staggered down the hallway
to the trauma bay. It was an open area in the front corner of
the aid station with two litter stands in the center. The harsh
ﬂuorescent glow of two Bruce lamps strung from the ceiling
illuminated the workspace.
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While Butter’s staff was spiking bags of IV
fluid and opening up packs of dressings, the
FST’s first sergeant, Cueball, came in wearing his
combat boots. We ﬁgured he slept in them; no
one could lace up a set that fast. Cueball loved
his docs and his enlisted, and all of us respected
him. He was in his familiar role of playing
bouncer in the trauma bay.
He was giving the heave-ho
to various wallﬂowers and
rubberneckers who hoped
to see some blood and guts.
I never knew how all these
trauma groupies got to the
aid station so quickly. Of
course, I’m being unfair in
labeling them. They showed
up to pitch in, and their
assistance in moving patients,
guarding EPWs, or just being
“gofers” was indispensable.

I glanced over at Warthog, who looked positively meditative as we waited.
“The last moment of tranquillity, huh?” I
observed.
His mind was on other thoughts. “I hope I
covered up my pillow,” he said, referring to the
fine layer of silt that coated everything in the aid
station after a helicopter landing.
Any sense of calm was gone a moment later as
the first of the four-man litter teams burst through
the door.
“I was worried he wouldn’t make it to the
CSH,” the flight medic reported as he followed
behind the second litter. “Two urgent surgicals.
The first is an Iraqi national with shrapnel all
over. The second is a Cav officer with a nearamputation of his right upper extremity.”
We followed the teams into the heart of the aid
station, taking care not to slip on the blood trail. We
exploded into the light and openness of the trauma
bay, and then, just as a hush follows the roar of a

Previous page: Surgeons watch a medevac helicopter
bearing fresh casualties land at the 912th FST. (Left to
right, Lt. Col. Ronald Gross, Major Thomas Cataldo and
then-Major Paul Danielson.)
Above: Danielson on the outskirts of Baghdad.
Right: Danielson (left) and Cataldo operate on a
coalition soldier with an arterial injury involving his
left lower extremity.

The medical
service corps
lieutenant came
over to meet us.
“Morning, El
Tee.” Warthog, my
partner in generalsurgery crime,
grinned. “What
are you doing up
so early?”
“Sir?” the youngster replied, still no more certain
on how to interpret us than the day we first met him
in Kuwait. “I just came over from the TOC. I can
report three or four deﬁnites coming, maybe more.”
Warthog was about to ask him how many
“deﬁnites” three or four actually meant but
decided it was too early to tease the young officer.
Our banter was interrupted as the walls rattled
from the roar of a low-ﬂying helicopter. There
was a mass movement of people to the rear of the
aid station.
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wave crashing onto a beach, a soft hum filled the
room to replace the clamor of our arrival.
I headed toward the second litter: white male,
mid-30s, 80 kilos, awake but looking “shocky.”
His uniform had already been cut away by the
time I reached him. A new IV was being started
and vital-sign monitors were being slapped onto
his pale skin. My quick primary survey revealed
that his right forearm was nearly amputated
and his left foot had caught a sizable piece of
shrapnel.

“We are going to take good care of you,
Major,” I said to the wounded officer. “But you’re
going to need an operation on your arm and
foot.”
“OK, sir,” he said simply.
I was impressed by his calm. If my severed
arm was hanging by a sinew, I would have been
screaming my head off and crying like a baby.
Not him. No tears in his eyes, and only a grunt
here and there as we adjusted his tourniquet. He
was 100 percent warrior.
Pooh, the orthopedic surgeon, appeared at the
foot of the litter. As big as a bear and as gentle as
the A.A. Milne character, he had left his lucrative
sports-medicine private practice to come over to
Iraq.
“He needs your magic, Pooh,” I said.
“Nerves intact?”
He was already trying to decide whether to try
to salvage the upper extremity or just amputate.
I frowned.
“We’ll see.” Pooh shrugged and shuffled off
toward the OR to get ready.
Warthog and I turned away from our patients
to confer in the narrow aisle between the litters.
“Mine’s stable,” he said. “But needs lots of
debridement. He keeps asking about your guy.”
It turned out that the Iraqi national was an
interpreter. He had been studying to be a doctor until Saddam closed all the medical schools.
When the U.S. Army arrived, the young man
decided to put his English skills to work. On this
particular evening, it was his knowledge of first
aid in controlling hemorrhage that had kept the
major alive long enough to reach us.
I walked a few steps down the corridor to the
adjoining makeshift operating room. Looking in,
I found the OR techs opening pans of instruments
and the nurse anesthetists drawing up their induction medications.
“We’re all ready for you,” Mookie greeted.
“It’s Pooh’s show tonight,” I replied.
I felt a bit disappointed. First, I was thinking about the major who was about to lose his
arm. Second, I was depressed by the prospect
of being idle. Pooh would be doing the amputation, and Warthog would be cleaning up the
Iraqi interpreter’s wounds. I could kill a little
time doing some paperwork, coordinating
the post-op evacuation of the casualties, and
communicating with the CSH to give them a
heads-up. After that, however, I would be back
to thinking about home.
Half an hour later I was self-medicating my
self-pity by eating an MRE. I had saved the

peanut butter tube from one meal and the bag
of shelled and salted peanuts from another. Now
I could mix the two together, add them to the
standard chow mein packet and season it with
Tabasco. It gave the entree a little Thai flair. It
was perfect comfort food at two in the morning.
Cueball came round the corner.
“You’ve got to have some,” I offered, desperate
to talk to anyone as a distraction.
“No thanks, sir,” he grimaced. “But I was sent
to find you. They want you to poke your head
into the OR.”
My mood immediately improved. I left the
doctored MRE and thoughts of my family behind
and headed to the OR.
Pooh looked up from the major’s arm.
“His elbow is blown away,” he said. “I think
the only thing holding his forearm on is a bridge
of skin and his median and ulnar nerves. I can’t
find his radial. And I think that this is his transected brachial artery.”
I peered over at the sterile field. There was a
huge gaping hole where the elbow joint should
have been. The sharp, fractured ends of the bones
of his arm and forearm protruded menacingly
into the wound area. The stump of his brachial
artery was in spasm. It stood up on end throbbing
with each pulse.
It was a sticky situation. It is often possible
to restore blood flow to an amputated limb.
However, the efforts are useless unless the nerves
will work. The nerves carry the messages to the
muscles to make them move. They also carry
sensory information back to the brain. There is
little use in saving an extremity that won’t work
or that will constantly be getting injured without
the owner’s awareness. Moreover, the technology
of prosthetic limbs had advanced so much that
many patients have a better long-term outcome by
having a mangled extremity amputated.
“Think we should try?” Pooh asked.

Danielson (at right) and
other medics and nurses
from the 912th FST prepare
to move a stabilized
patient out of the trauma
bay to an awaiting
medevac helicopter.
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With two out of the three nerves identified and
intact, I thought it was worth a shot. If it didn’t
work out, they could always just take the forearm
off back at Landstuhl or Walter Reed.
“I’ll scrub,” I replied.
Once gowned and gloved, I started dissecting
through the mess of damaged muscle and tendons
to find the ends of the brachial artery. A portion
of the vessel had been destroyed by the blast. In

of artery. I continued to clean up the elbow area and
tie off some bleeders.
The game was on and everything else was
secondary. I became focused on the operation
and lost touch with much of what was going on
around me. I remember Cueball coming in asking
for updates so that he could plan the timing of
the medevac chopper. The anesthesia team asked
about blood loss a few times.
I sewed in the bypass and removed the clamps.
The patient’s hand immediately pinked up, and
the distal side of the wound started to ooze blood.
I rested the pad of my gloved index finger on the
shiny segment of vein and felt the thrill of blood
coursing through the vessel. The graft was open.
The repair was working. It was a moment to
savor.
My silent celebration was interrupted by
Mookie slapping, rather painfully, a loaded needle
driver into my other hand. It was his not-so-subtle
way of drawing me back to reality.
“Four-O nylon, sir,” he announced, as he
handed me the suture I would need for closing the
skin.
“Screw you, Mookie,” I shot back. “This is the
closest thing I’ve had to sex in four months. Don’t
ruin the moment.”
We finished quickly and dressed the wounds as
Pooh put the final touches on the external fixation

Above: In the recovery area,
a uniform-less Danielson
addition, the distal seg(left) and Cataldo (aka
ment in the forearm had
Warthog, who is mouthing
off at the photographer)
retracted several centitry to catch their breath
meters. It was apparent
between patients.
that the two ends would
Right: During an “aid bag”
not reach one another. I
clinic (in which Danielson
needed a graft to bridge
and another medic set up a
walk-in clinic for locals using
the gap.
whatever supplies they could
Warthog showed up,
carry), a female soldier with
the 47th Forward Support
having finished with his
Battalion attracts the
patient.
attention of Iraqi girls, who
flock to her side wanting to
“I could use your
touch her.
help. You want to get
to work on this guy’s
groin?”
“I beg your pardon,” he said indignantly. “He
hasn’t even bought me dinner yet. Let me also
remind you that I wear Army green and not Navy
white. I will not be a part of any of those ‘don’t
ask, don’t tell’ activities no matter how …” His
words trailed off as he went out for a quick scrub.
A few minutes later, Warthog was ﬂaying open the
patient’s thigh to harvest a piece of the saphenous
vein. We would use it to replace the missing segment
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device. I then broke scrub as the recovery-room
team came in to help package the patient for
transport to the CSH.
I sat down on a medical chest in the corridor
between the trauma bay and the operating room.
After draining my CamelBak of tepid water, I
leaned back against the wall and sighed. I am certain that I smelled to high heaven. I didn’t notice,

and it didn’t really matter. By that point in the
war everyone reeked.
Over the next few days we tried to figure
out what happened to the major and his arm.
Unfortunately, because casualties were evacuated
out of the country so rapidly, the answer eluded
us. In some ways, it was better not to know.
Everyone was willing to assume that the arm was
saved. Morale was so high that to consider the
other possibility would have been too depressing, especially since that night was such a powerful justification for
our being there.
Several months
after getting home
I was back at my
civilian hospital sit
ting in my comfortable office when
Pooh telephoned.
On the road in Kuwait,
“Did you happen
just before crossing
to see Oprah yesterinto Iraq.
day?” he asked.
“No, I missed it,”
I replied, worried that he had some psychological scars left over from the war that were
driving him to watch daytime TV. “Pooh,
why in God’s name were you watching
Oprah?”
“No, no, I wasn’t,” he clariﬁed. “But
someone told me that she did a feature on
some of the wounded U.S. soldiers being
treated at BAMC in San Antonio. She
interviewed a major who had had his arm
saved. I pulled the transcript off the Internet,
and I’ll e-mail it to you. The name and dates
seem to correspond. I think it’s our guy, and
it looks like his limb was salvaged!”
I swelled with professional pride that our
operation had succeeded. However, it was what
this officer said during the television interview
that moved me. When I got home that night, I
helped my wife put our two sons to bed before
sharing the transcript with her. She sat down at
the kitchen table to read. It was only a couple of
pages of text, but in it the officer described lying
on the battleﬁeld after being wounded. He was
staring up at the Iraqi nighttime sky bargaining
with God for the chance to see his daughter again.
Then, later in the transcript, the major went on
to share his feelings of joy once he made it home
safely and wrapped both of his arms around his
family.
My wife looked up and dabbed her cheeks with
the back of her hand. She had never complained

to me about my mobilization, although I knew
how hard it had been on her. She had managed all
the challenges: child care, work, pregnancy—you
name it. She is a strong and optimistic individual,
but even at that moment I knew she was dreading
the day when I would be called for a second tour.
“You know,” she said trying to smile. “I hated
every minute of that deployment.”
“I know,” I said.
“But it was worth it, wasn’t it?” ■

Paul D. Danielson ’88 is an academic pediatric
surgeon at the University of Massachusetts School
of Medicine. He lives in the Worcester area with
his wife and three children. He has been mobilized twice for the Global War on Terrorism.
“A Case for Being There” originally appeared
in Operation Homecoming, edited by Andrew
Carroll. Copyright © 2006 by Southern Arts
Federation. Reprinted by arrangement with The
Random House Publishing Group.
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Before Pervez Musharraf declared a state of
emergency in Pakistan in November, Ishrat
Husain, a 1972 graduate of Williams’ Center for
Development Economics, was on the short list to
become caretaker prime minister.

Photo by Tanvir Shehzad

The International

By Abid Shah ’02
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T

Civil

he story often goes like this: A
bright young man or woman from a
developing country goes abroad for an
education, stays, gets a job and settles
down.
But in Pakistan, there is a twist in that tale.
A generation of bright but now older men is
returning, bringing wisdom and experience to key
positions in their country. Call their time abroad
an incubation—training time—and now they are
applying their skills to solve problems at home.
Ishrat Husain is one such man. A 1972
graduate of Williams’ Center for Development
Economics (CDE), he landed plum spots at the
World Bank, first as chief economist for the
Africa region, then for the East Asia and Central
Asia divisions and then as a director of the
poverty and social development department. By
1999, Husain had achieved good standing as an
international civil servant.
That year, Gen. Pervez Musharraf took
power in Pakistan following a military coup
and began looking abroad for expatriate talent.
The economy was unstable, and the preceding
government had been racked by corruption
scandals. Selecting the best candidates from the
public and private sectors—the finance minister

came from Citibank, for example—Musharraf
asked Husain if he would take charge as
governor of the State Bank. Husain saw it as
an opportunity to give back and left the World
Bank.
Apart from the policy changes, it wouldn’t be
too cheeky to say Husain’s new position had an
immediate impact on each of the 160 million
Pakistanis. Every banknote carried his signature.
Husain had left his country twice—first after
he was noticed as a bright young civil servant
by his boss, the governor of the Sindh province.
Those were the Cold War years, and the U.S.
government, seeking to extend its influence, was
sponsoring Pakistani bureaucrats to study in
America. Each year, two professors—one from
Williams and one from Harvard—interviewed
nominees for their respective programs. Out of
a candidate pool of 12, Husain was chosen for
Williams. From one of the warmer places on this
planet, he headed with his wife to snow-packed
Williamstown.
Williams was a good experience, Husain
says. He topped the class of 25, even though
he was the only one without a formal degree in
economics. Many other students had already
earned a master’s degree in the subject.

“I guess I had an applied economics
background,” says Husain. “My training was
anchored in real-world problems.”
More important, his son was born in North
Adams. He is still grateful to a neighbor who
drove him and his wife to the hospital for the
delivery.
After Williams, he returned to Pakistan for
three years, worked and then enrolled at Boston
University for a PhD in economics. He finished
his doctorate and joined the World Bank as

trickle-down effect: How many of the benefits
of growth fall to the poor? As an economist,
Husain had a problem.
“We still don’t know how to bring about
growth so that benefits accrue to the poor,” he
says. “The first systematic evidence of it was
the Grameen Bank.”
The bank, founded by Bangladeshi economist
Muhammad Yunus, is a microcredit lending
organization that gives small loans to poor
people to start a business. Yunus won a Nobel

an analyst monitoring the economic situation
in Liberia and Sierra Leone. All that realworld training, as well as the not-so real world
theoretical education, was to be applied on a
much broader canvas.

prize for his work in 2006.
Thinking that microcredit might be a road
out of poverty, Husain instituted huge reforms
in Pakistan’s central bank. In the last six years,
5 million people country-wide have taken out
small loans, and the program is spreading.
Now, having retired as chief of the State Bank
at the end of 2005, Husain heads a committee
to oversee reforms across Pakistan. Such is his
prestige that he was mentioned as a leading
candidate for caretaker prime minister this
past winter, before Musharraf declared a state
of emergency. In that role, Husain would have
governed the country for three months during
elections and political campaigns.
Therein lies an uncanny coincidence:
Fakhruddin Ahmed, the current caretaker
prime minister of Bangladesh, is a CDE
graduate and also a former director of the
central bank of that country. Ahmed spent
the 1970-71 academic year in Williamstown,
when Bangladesh and Pakistan were split into
separate countries after a civil war. Talk about
an alumni network. ■

Servant
eople with drive are often easy to spot,
and Husain, who today has a spacious
office at the end of a long corridor
in the Mughal-style Prime Minister’s
secretariat in Islamabad, is no exception.
When we meet, he is wearing a crisp gray
shalwar kameez, and he is not interested in
discussing the minutiae of his life. Instead, he
talks about work.
The overriding concerns of his career have
been growth and poverty. As chief economist of
the World Bank’s East Asia desk from 1994 to
1995, he was fascinated by the growth of the
Chinese economy.
“They had a long-term vision, and all these
countries are highly disciplined,” says Husain
about the unprecedented Chinese expansion.
“They had a goal to achieve and a combination
of discipline, hard work, commitment and
leadership.”
But the problem with fast growth lies in the

Abid Shah ’02 is a freelance writer based in
Islamabad.
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“Sherds” of Truth

by Martha Eddison

At its peak around 750 A.D., the city of
Motul de San Jose was a political center
and hub of ceramics production about
as populous as Williamstown today. Yet
the site in northern Guatemala remained
largely untouched in the search to solve
the mystery of the collapse of Classic Maya
civilization. That is, until archaeologist
Antonia Foias brought her first team of
Williams students there 10 years ago.
worked alongside her students in the
jungles of Motul, sifting through the soil
in search of clues to help “reconstruct

Kevin Kennefick

Nearly every summer since Foias has

the lifeways, beliefs and cultures of the
human past.”
Their work focuses on a central

Melanie Kingsley ’05 traveled to Motul
with Foias after graduation to help sort

question in the ancient history of

and analyze sherds, or pottery fragments,

Mesoamerica: What caused the century-

the students had unearthed. “It was a

long collapse of Classic Maya civilization,

fantastic experience, and she was such an

which embraced 20 or so independent

open and willing teacher,” Kingsley says.

city-states and several million people and

“our driving interest
is why human beings
behave as they do.”

Now Kingsley is working on a

stretched from the Yucatan peninsula in

doctorate in Mesoamerican archaeology

Guatemalan government has been

the north to the Guatemalan highlands

at Brandeis University and says she is still

hesitant to let go of large collections of

in the south. Leading theories include

“in constant contact” with Foias. “She

artifacts. Small samples of the excavated

invasion, economic changes and changes

continues to be my adviser on a whole

pottery have been sent to the Smithsonian

in warfare patterns—and each theory

host of activities.”

Institution for analysis. Using chemical

looks to the pottery record for evidence.
“Our initial goal is chronology,” says

For all the Indiana Jones romance

sourcing, the Smithsonian has confirmed

attached to actual excavation, the bulk of

that the vases, used exclusively by the

Foias. “But our driving interest is why

the work happens off site. Foias estimates

Maya nobility, were produced at Motul,

human beings behave as they do and how

the lab analysis—sorting pottery by time

Foias says. Moreover, they were painted

they organize their social, economic and

period, the clays used, their decorations

with palace scenes and court rituals

political spheres—the trends and causes

and their forms—takes “three times as

that “rarely appear on the public stone

in human history.”

long as the time in the field or more.”

monuments we call stelae.”

The field experience is so powerful

Most of the analysis is done near

that many of Foias’ students are inspired

Motul—in private, rented houses used

to bring four small boxes of sherds back

to pursue graduate school in archaeology.

as labs—in large part because the

to Williamstown. Because there are no
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And Foias received permission once

Robbi Behr

dedicated archaeology labs at Williams,
she and her students borrowed a lab from
physics professor Sarah Bolton, who was on
sabbatical, to analyze the pieces.
Students who cannot go into the field
have the opportunity to “get their hands
dirty” in the classroom by doing computersimulated excavations and interpreting
students in Anthropology 103 “formulate
a classification of typology of 18th and

them to tell me if there are

edu/admin/news/inthenews/php.
In the Nov. 11 Seattle Post-Intelligencer, Paul Solomon, professor of psychology, discusses the
ments, saying, “It would be a shame to have the medications that can treat the disease
and not just the symptoms, but not to have identified the patients and their caregivers and
families who can benefit most.”

19th century tombstones in
cemetery,” Foias says. “I ask

For a complete listing of media appearances, visit www.williams.

need for universal screening for Alzheimer’s disease as well as pharmaceutical develop-

their findings. For their first assignment,

the Williamstown Westlawn

Williams professors and others weigh in on the issues of the day.

in the news

changes in the tombstones
and what could have caused these major
transformations.”
Starting next fall, however, she and
students will have a new space for their
work—Williams’ first-ever archaeology
lab, to be located in the new North
Academic Building. The space will include
a storage area for the College’s collections,
including the Motul artifacts and casts of
hominid skulls; a teaching area; specialized
equipment for additional materials analysis;
and full access to collections on the
Internet, which allow students to virtually
examine, rotate and compare real artifacts.
The lab also will give students a place to
explore and analyze actual artifacts hands
on (actually, gloves on). “Even if they can’t
come with me on an excavation,” Foias
says, “my students can at least touch these
artifacts. They love it—it makes everything

Reference and Web services librarian Nick Baker,
discussing the future of the book in the Oct. 19
Chronicle of Higher Education, says, “A book is a
wonderful storage medium when you are dealing

with centuries’ time frames. You can open it and still read it, if it’s properly housed. I don’t
think we have solved those issues with the electronic medium.”
In an Oct. 2 Boston Globe profile, lecturer in English Andrea Barrett says that, as a youngster,
“I read constantly novels, without any sense that living people made those things. It was
something that seemed to fall to the earth, like rain or starshine.”
Despite optimism spurred by the Federal Reserve’s September interest-rate cut, a “rumble
in the background” in the third quarter indicated larger unresolved issues of risk-taking,
according to Jerry Caprio ’72, professor of economics, in the Oct. 8 Chicago Tribune.
In an Oct. 7 New Orleans Times-Picayune article about college courses on comedy, John
Limon, the John J. Gibson Professor of English, says of stand-up comedians: “I was fascinated that something was happening in their minds that wasn’t in anybody else’s”
The Boston Symphony Orchestra and Joanna Kurkowicz, the Lyell B. Clay Artist in Residence
and Berkshire Symphony Concertmaster, received rave reviews from the Worcester Telegram
& Gazette and Boston Globe in October for the American premiere of Shirish Korde’s “SvaraYantra” concerto for violin, tabla and orchestra, originally commissioned by Kurkowicz.

come alive.” ■
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BACKWASH SQUEEZE
AND BUSTER KEATON
by Denise DiFulco
Edward McPherson ’99 used to wonder about the stream of

radio. Sports Illustrated even had a column dedicated to bridge.
“I wondered what it said about us that we went from a game
about communication and partnership to one where you’re in it
for the money and yourself—from something that it takes years
to learn to something that you can learn in 30 seconds at a bachelor party,” McPherson says.

“strange and intense” people who frequented his Upper West

It wasn’t just the game that captured McPherson’s imagina-

Side apartment building to attend the Manhattan Bridge Club

tion—it was the players, who still stand 25 million strong. “The

located inside.

people were all lovely and wonderfully kooky and interesting,”

The players harkened back to a time before poker was all

says the 31-year-old Dallas native. One woman in particular gar-

the rage, dominating the air waves and the bachelor parties

nered his interest: an 83-year-old named Tina, whom he convinced

McPherson was attending for his friends. His curiosity led him to

to become his bridge partner. Their relationship serves as the

take a beginner’s bridge class, and pretty soon he was hooked.

backdrop for The Backwash Squeeze.

His experiences became the seed for his most recent book, The

A former assistant editor for the now-defunct Talk magazine,

Backwash Squeeze and Other Improbable Feats: A Newcomer’s

McPherson is no stranger to topics that might seem a bit old-

Journey into the World of Bridge (HarperCollins Publishers, 2007).

fashioned. His first book, Buster Keaton: Tempest in a Flat Hat

Bridge once had been Americans’ card game of choice. There

(Newmarket Press, 2005), chronicles the life and times of the comic

was a time in the 20th century when it was played in more than

actor and filmmaker known for movie classics such as The General.

40 percent of U.S. households. Hands were broadcast live on the

“Buster Keaton’s films feel so modern in a way that other silent film
doesn’t,” says McPherson, who had his first taste of Keaton’s work
in a film course taught by Williams English professors Jim Shepard

“It’s just weird that bridge used
to be so big and now it’s
relegated to little old ladies.”

and Shawn Rosenheim. “If you show them today, people are still
laughing their socks off.”
Shepard, who was McPherson’s creative writing professor,
introduced him to another iconic artist: the novelist John Irving,
who hired McPherson as his writing assistant.
Occasionally Irving would ask his young apprentice’s
opinion, which McPherson—in his self-deprecating
manner—describes as “ridiculous and comical.” But
observing Irving’s work ethic left a deep impression:
“I learned to see writing as a job. It taught me to see
it as something you do every day.”
These days McPherson’s busy writing and
editing for the New York Observer as well as for
Web sites and national magazines including I.D.
Though poker is a thing of the past (the onslaught
Charles Eshelman

of bachelor parties, including his own, is over), he
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continues to meet his bridge partner, Tina, at least
once a week. “Bridge,” he says, “has ruined me for
a lot of other card games.” ■

more from the bookshelf
Consumer Guide to Home Energy Savings,

Glances Back. By Emily K. Bright ’04. Pudding

They Can’t Find Anything Wrong!: 7 Keys to

House Publications, 2007. A chapbook

Understanding, Treating, and Healing Stress

collection of poetry illustrating our connection

Illness. By David D. Clarke ’75. Sentient

to the past and how history affects us.

Publications, 2007. Diagnosing and dealing

9th Ed. By Katie Ackerly ’04 et al. New

with stress-related illnesses based on detailed

Society Publishers, 2007. A comprehensive

Rhode Island Curiosities. By Seth Brown

interviews with and treatment of thousands

resource for consumers looking to reduce

’01. Insiders’ Guide, 2007. Lighthearted

of patients.

their energy bills and environmental impact.

guide to Rhode Island off the beaten path.
The Recall’s Broken Promise: How Big

Wild Neighbors: A Window on Adirondack

Darkstar: The Java Game Server. By

Money Still Runs California Politics. By Derek

Wildlife. Edited by Dick Beamish ’56.

Brendan Burns ’98. O’Reilly Media, 2007.

Cressman ’90. The Poplar Institute, 2007. Four

Adirondack Explorer, 2007. Wildlife stories,

An introduction to creating networked

years after the governor pledged not to accept

drawings and photos from nine years and 75

multiplayer computer games with Darkstar.

campaign money, fundraising still plays a role.

issues of the nonprofit Adirondack Explorer.
Strange Details. By Michael Cadwell ’74.

The House the Rockefellers Built: A Tale

Learning and Behavior: A Contemporary

MIT Press, 2007. An examination of the

of Money, Taste, and Power in Twentieth-

Synthesis. By Mark Bouton ’75. Sinauer

major architectural works of Carlo Scarpa,

Century America. By Robert F. Dalzell Jr.,

Associates Inc., 2007. A textbook on the

Frank Lloyd Wright, Mies van der Rohe and

Fred Rudolph Professor of American Culture,

history of learning and behavior theory as

Louis Kahn and the strange idiosyncrasies of

and Lee Baldwin Dalzell, retired librarian

well as current research in the field.

their construction.

and head of research and reference services.

POETRY NOW!
This year the English department launched Poetry Now!, a yearlong series of readings, lectures and discussions
about contemporary poetry and poetics. With three events during the fall semester and three to come in the spring,
the series aims to highlight new poetry and to encourage its audience to think about writing, studying and teaching poetry in today’s world. Each event is followed by a critical discussion and an opportunity to meet the poets.

©ImageZoo/Images.com

Featured poets last fall included:
Ange Mlinko, author of Matinees and Starred Wire and a National Poetry Series pick
Monica de la Torre, author of Talk Shows and Acufenos and poetry editor of The Brooklyn Rail
Patrick Phillips, author of Chatahoochee, winner of the 2005 Kate Tufts Discovery award
Evie Shockley, English professor at Rutgers University and author of The Gorgon Goddess and a half-red sea
Lyrae Van Clief-Stefanon, author of Black Swan, winner of the 2001 Cave Canem Poetry Prize
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Henry Holt, 2007. The story behind the

Taking Things Seriously. By Joshua Glenn

St. Martin’s, 2007. An overview of this

house that gave shape and meaning to three

’90. Princeton Architectural Press, 2007.

watershed event uses primary sources such as

generations of the iconic Rockefeller family.

Essays about objects with unexpected

industry and government memos, contemporary

significance.

news coverage and political cartoons.

(Roberto) Donahoe ’86. Aspen Publishers,

The Progresses, Pageants, and

Earth’s Climate: Past and Future, 2nd

2007. A Web-delivered legal research and

Entertainments of Queen Elizabeth I.

Ed. By William F. Ruddiman ’64. W.H.

writing coursebook offering a multimedia,

Edited by Elizabeth Goldring ’92 et al.

Freeman, 2007. A textbook summarizing

interactive experience to law students.

Oxford University Press, 2007. A collection

major climatic changes and their causes

of literary, historically and artistically minded

throughout Earth’s history.

TeachingLaw.com, 2nd Version. By Diana

Understanding German Idealism. By

work sheds light on the culture and society

Will Dudley ’89, professor of philosophy.

of the monarch for whom the age is named.

Like You’d Understand, Anyway. By Jim
Shepard, J. Leland Miller Professor of

Acumen Publishing, 2007. A comprehensive
introduction explicating key figures in the

Fighting for Love in the Century of

American History, Literature, and Eloquence.

school of thought, from Kant through Hegel.

Extinction: How Passion and Politics Can

Alfred A. Knopf, 2007. Eleven short stories

Stop Global Warming. By Eban Goodstein

span a wide spectrum of human experience

Dominion of Memories: Jefferson, Madison,

’82. University of Vermont Press, 2007. Why

and emotion.

and the Decline of Virginia. By Susan Dunn,

political activism must play a role in efforts

professor of humanities. Perseus Books

to halt the effects of global warming.

Spaceman Blues: A Love Song. By Brian
Francis Slattery ’97. Tor Books, 2007. A

Group, 2007. The economic, social and
political factors leading to Virginia’s loss of

Education’s End: Why Our Colleges

science fiction/mystery/superhero novel

power and esteem in the early 1800s.

and Universities Have Given Up on the

that follows Manuel Rodrigo de Guzmán

Meaning of Life. By Anthony T. Kronman

González and his lover, Wendell Apogee.

State of the World 2007: Our Urban Future.

‘68. Yale University Press, 2007. A call to

Preface by Christopher Flavin ’77; “Fighting

reintroduce exploring the meaning of life

Japanese Military Strategy in the Pacific

Poverty and Environmental Injustice in

into the academic world.

War: Was Defeat Inevitable? By James

Cities” by Molly O’Meara Sheehan ’92 et al.

B. Wood, Charles R. Keller Professor of

W.W. Norton, 2007. Worldwatch’s flagship

Subverting the Leviathan: Reading Thomas

American History. Rowman & Littlefield

annual report focuses on the problems

Hobbes as a Radical Democrat. By James R.

Publishers, 2007. A challenge to the

of environmental sustainability in an

Martel ’86. Columbia University Press, 2007.

prevailing notion that Japan’s defeat in the

increasingly urban civilization.

An interpretation of Hobbes’s Leviathan as

Pacific was historically unavoidable.

an ironic text subtly seeking to undermine
the authority of the sovereign through

On DVD:

radical methods of critical reading.

Married in America 2. Produced by Dale
Riehl ’72 et al. Docurama Films, 2007. Sequel
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The Oil Crisis of 1973-1974: A Brief History

to the 2001 documentary examining how

with Documents. By Karen R. Merrill, history

nine couples from different cultural and social

professor and dean of the College. Bedford/

backgrounds have coped with married life.

